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BENDING  OF BODS.
[ABT. 17
curve which differs very slightly from the nearly straight line ABC. Let y be the ordinate at any point Q, between B and C, measured positively upwards, from a horizontal straight line drawn through B and let the radius of curvature be positive when the concavity is upwards. The stress couple at the point Q is Kjp; when p is positive the fibres of the under part of the rod are stretched while those above are compressed, hence the stress couple at Q acts on QC in the clock direction and on BQ in the opposite direction. Let the shear at Q be U and let its positive direction when acting on QG be downwards.
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Let Z2 and ?72 be the couple and shear at a point D indefinitely near to B on its right-hand side. Let w be the weight of the rod per unit of length, then the weight of DQ is wx, and this weight acts at the centre of gravity of DQ. Let BH=%. Taking moments about Q for the finite portion DQ of the rod, we have
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The term containing W is to be omitted when Q is on the left-hand side of H, i.e. when x < £.
In forming the right-hand side of this equation the rod has been supposed to be straight and horizontal, because the deflections are so small that only a very small error is made by neglecting the curvature. If this were not so, the shear would not be vertical, and the arm of its moment would be different from that used in the equation. In the same way the thickness of the rod has been neglected, and in all its geometrical relations the rod is regarded as if it were a line coincident with its central axis, Art. 1.

